A GREEN MEDIA KIT BY

ATTITUDE ORGANIC
WWW.ATTITUDEORGANIC.COM

ABOUT
OUR ETHICAL
MARKETPLACE

Attitude Organic is a social selling
platform that has been educating people
about sustainable and ethical issues since
2017. Focusing on ethical fashion, natural
beauty and ecohome we aim to make our
customers' healthy life easy.

As a customer, finding all you need to
reach your health and ethical goals
remains a challenge. We are the platform
that helps them during that transition by
providing valuable advise, knowledge and
related high quality products.

We are close to our readers and
customers in a unique way, differentiating
us from the other unpersonal
marketplaces. We maintain an honest and
real relationship with our supporters.

The blog and the marketplace offer the
ideal exposition for your products and
services. We guarantee that the highlight
on your collections and prestations will be
personal and engaging.
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WHY WORK WITH

OUR UNIQUE
MARKETPLACE
- Reach a relevant new audience.
- Reach potential new Customers.
- Be part of a new social selling experience.
- Establish an ethical and Professional Relationship.
- By working with a small business, get 100%
dedication and hard work
- Affordable services for quality jobs

GREENEST KIT
It is our Premium Kit
for our beloved suppliers. We
offer a 50% discount on most
of our advertising spaces and
actions if you stock your
products on AO.
This way we split the fees to
boost both our performances
and make the world greener.

WHAT WE OFFER
- Product highlights on all our Website pages
- Main brand on the Homepage
- Dedicated blog post
- Social media posts
- Category banners on shopping landing pages
- Google and Facebook paid campaigns
We are always excited about new projects and collaborations.
Contact us and we can tailor your plan together.

CONNECT
IG: @ATTITUDE.ORGANIC
FB: @ATTITUDE.ORGANIC.OFFICIAL
T: @ATTITUDORGANIC

contact.attitude.organic@gmail.com
www.attitudeorganic.com

